IT Professional Services

Web Design Services

How it all started

Our IT team is passionate about building your
trust and making your technology concerns easy
and simple.

How up to date is your website? Is it optimized for
mobile devices? Does it follow the “F” pattern for
optimal viewing potential?

With multiple levels of expertise, we have the
capacity to provide all of your specific computing,
network and hosting needs.

The web design team knows how to customize
your website for maximum viewer impact.
Creating and managing a website is far more
complex than putting up a digital billboard for
customers to see. In order for your website to
have the best viewing potential with the best
outcome, the technical, artistic and functional
elements need to be interwoven to attract viewers
and make their experience with your website easy,
informative, and impactful.

In 2003, Zach Nordhof started a small business
out of the necessity to help people with their
personal computers. Word of mouth spread
and soon he had a flourishing business and
solid reputation providing a great service
for a fair price. While he was advancing
his professional career in the corporate IT
world, Zach recognized the need to provide
customized service and solutions to meet the
customer’s specific wants and needs.

With courtesy and confidence, we provide remote
and on-site problem solving support.
Regardless if we are pulling wire for infrastructure,
designing a system, resolving network conflicts, or
simply providing helpdesk support, we have one
focus in mind: building your trust by delivering
solutions regardless of the type or size.

Today the ZBx Technology philosophy remains
unchanged—treat customers with respect,
listen to their needs, and provide great service
for a fair price.

Managed Services Provider

Hosting Services

Why choose ZBx Technology?

Why wait until something is broken to fix it? A
Managed Service Provider offers a proactive
approach to managing your computer system.
Through regular monitoring we provide:

We are a reliable, supportive, and cost-effective
provider for all your hosting needs—web,
applications, email and the cloud. We are a
consultative resource to help guide you in making
the best decisions for your host requirements.

Our philosophy is simple! We treat each
customer with the utmost respect and make
recommendations based on what is in your
best interest—not ours. Our goal is to make
your life as easy and pain-free as possible.
You are busy managing the day-to-day aspects
of your business or organization. Let the
technical professionals at ZBx Technology help
you focus on what is important.

1. Anti-Virus updates
2. One source patch updates for OS and third
party programs
3. Optimizing performance and clean up
4. System monitoring for early identification
of problems and appropriate resolution
responses

Computer Repair & Clean-up
We provide honest and trustworthy computer
repair and cleanup. Regardless of what it
is—residential or business, we will assess the
status and repair what is needed or make
recommendations on replacement.
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